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Free Fall
When an object is falling or being thrown, and nothing is changing its motion
except for gravity, we say that it is in free fall. Free fall is an easy linear motion
situation to deal with because gravity always produces the same acceleration: g = -9.8 m/s². The only tricky
part about free fall is that we have rotated the "line" of our linear motion so that up is now + and down is -.

As usual, identify what you have, then work your way to what you want. Be aware of the velocity
implications of "released," "dropped," "reached the peak of its flight," and so on.

. 1 I drop a penny off the Empire State Building, at a height of 381 m.
a) How long will it take to hit the ground?

b) How fast will it be going when it hits the ground?

. 2 I throw a ball straight up. It takes 6 s to come back down, where I catch it again.
a) How fast was it going when I threw it?

b) How high up did it go?

. 3 I throw a ball up to a friend in a window 30 m above my head. He catches it 4 s after I threw it. How
fast did I throw it?



. 4 I throw a snowball straight up at a speed of 20 m/s. How fast is it going on the way back down when
it hits me in the head?

. 5 A basketball player can give himself an upwards acceleration of about 40 m/s² (which really means he
accelerates at 30.2 m/s², because he's working against gravity). He typically crouches by no more than
.3 m before jumping. 
(This may seem a really short distance (1'), but jumping is an "explosive" muscle action, so ducking
lower to give yourself longer accelerating only works to a point)

a) How fast will he be going when he leaves the ground? (You'll probably need to get Δt first)

b) How high up will he go? What will his hang time be?
(This problem is tricky because you have to find the launch velocity by dealing with the acceleration
on the ground, but now you're back to normal free fall)

c) On the moon, where g = -1.6 m/s², how fast would he get going with the same crouch depth?

d) How high up would he go? What would his hang time be?

Answers: 1) b) 86.4 m/s 2) b) 44.1 m 3) 27.1 m/s 5) b) .92 m d) 7.2 m


